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Welcome / Servus

Another warm as Gluwein welcome 
to our thirteenth issue of Après  
Ski: Austria – the free magazine  
with its glossy finger on the pulse  
of the piste.

In this Winter 2017/8 edition we’ll 
be exploring some of the most 
treasured gems in the Austrian Alps.

We feature the Tyrolean greats of 
St. Anton am Arlberg, Kitzbühel, 
The Zillertal, Kühtai and the Wilder 
Kaiser and take a tour of the 
Hintertux Glacier, with great hotel 
offers, 3,250 Metres above sea level.

We have a special feature on the 
Saalbach Hinterglemm Ski region, 
in Salzburgerland and talk winter 
beauty tips, with Jennifer Jane from 
England. 

Austrian Après Ski is special. In this 
issue we see why; so here’s to a 
warm Tyrolean hospitality. Here’s to 
Weiss beer, Music, Laughter and Life 
in the Austrian Tirol!     

David Hall
Publisher
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Ski Arlberg Merger: the realisation of 
a great dream.

The perfect landscape, inspired by ski-loving 
people. It seems almost logical that the Zürs 
folk should be the ones to build Austria’s 
first drag lift. The first cableway designed for 
winter use was built at Galzig in St. Anton 
in 1937. The often-asked question by loyal 
friends of the Arlberg is almost as traditional 
as ski sport itself. Will the ski areas ever 
interconnect? Together with “Ski Arlberg”, 
the whole region has been one of the most 
attractive composite ski-pass networks in 
the Alps for years. However, the final step 
of creating a connection between east 
and west remained an unfulfilled dream. 
Until recently. It is now going to come true. 
The cable car system connection, went 
into operation, in time for the 2016/17 Ski 
Season. Four new lifts were built in order 
to finally realise the seemingly impossible. 
Flexenbahn, Trittkopfbahn I and II, as well 
as Albonabahn II are the names of the new 
links that will linked-up Ski Arlberg, making 
it Austria’s largest ski area.

____________________________________

Zürs am Arlberg: exquisite, prominent 
ski hideaway 

Small, exclusive Zürs is tucked away behind 
the Flexen-Pass, flanked by snowy-white 
mountain slopes. It is considered to be a hot 
spot for the international jet set, who have 
appreciated the Hotel Village as a discrete 
winter domicile for decades. Thanks to its 
wide, treeless, deep snow slopes, it is a prime 
destination for traditional off-piste skiing. 
This village of only 150 inhabitants is home to 
a hangar for adventurous heli-skiing tours - 
unique in Austria. Accompanied by an expert 

guide, experienced winter sports enthusiasts 
can savour extraordinary backcountry 
moments during these tours. Above all, Zürs 
promises its guests exquisite hotel comforts 
of the highest standards against a stunning 
alpine backdrop. A guaranteed treat for all 
the senses.

www.lechzuers.com

____________________________________

Stuben am Arlberg: All idyllic, dreamy 
home from home

Idyllic, dreamy, yet characterised by 
unobtrusive, qualitative development: 
Stuben on the west side of Arlberg has 
remained a village, one that exudes 
quiet comfort. This utopia makes the 
hometown of ski pioneer Hannes Schneider 
particularly popular with families. Lovers 
of untouched deep snow slopes come 
here, as do pleasure skiers, who will find a 
snow playground until late spring on Mount 
Albona, one of the most northern slopes 
of the Alps. In recent years, the hotels and 
restaurants of Stuben have continued to 
invest in the expansion of services and 
with it, their future. The cable car inter-
connection of all Arlberg ski resorts will 
result in Stuben becoming a more popular 
destination than ever for quality-conscious 
winter sport lovers. 

www.stuben.com

____________________________________

St. Christoph am Arlberg Exclusive, 
seductive, top-spot

The highest village on the Arlberg, at 
1,800 meters above sea level, located on 
the border between Tyrol and Vorarlberg, 

can look back on a long history of major 
milestones. Herdsman, Heinrich Findelkind, 
built a refuge here for hikers seeking shelter 
from the weather in the 14th Century, 
thereby laying the foundation stone for the 
charitable Brotherhood of St. Christoph, an 
institution that today boasts of almost 

20,000 members worldwide, including 
crowned heads of state. The Hospiz, 
which has long been a top-class hotel of 
international repute, was the founding site 
of Ski-Club Arlberg (1901), now one of the 
largest and most traditional ski clubs in 
the Alps. So it comes as no surprise that 
this small town with its ca. 25 buildings 
has always played a central role in the 
development of alpine skiing and the 
Austrian ski instructor scene. The Federal 
Ski Academy based opposite the Hospiz is 
a recognised teaching institution of State 
Ski Instructor and Trainer Education. And 
development never stops: with Europe’s 
highest contemporary art and concert hall, 
arlberg1800 opening in 2015, St. Christoph 
offers high culture in the truest sense of the 
words, in addition to ski sport.

www.stantonamarlberg.com

____________________________________

St. Anton am Arlberg: dynamic, 
sporty, winter classic

The Tyrolean mountain village of St. Anton 
sustains ski culture of the highest level.  The 
principal village in the Stanzertal Valley is 
home to legends of ski sport and venue of 
the legendary Kandahar Race since 1928. 
St. Anton hosted the Alpine Ski World 
Championships in 2001 and the World 
Cup circuit always returns to race at the 
birthplace of alpine skiing. The combination 

IN AUSTRIA’S 
LARGEST SKI REGION
Lech, Zürs, Stuben, St. Christoph and St. Anton am Arlberg: 
the birthplace of alpine skiing is once again making skiing 
history. Thanks to four new lift systems, which opened in 
2016, it is Austria’s largest linked-up Ski area. A portrait of the 
region, which has shaped the development of ski history like 
none other.

87 lifts and cable cars, 305 kilometres of marked ski runs, 200 kilometres of deep snow 
runs in back country terrain. Numbers that speak volumes. They outline the unparalleled 
dimensions that ski aficionados have always appreciated about Arlberg. And it is not 
only its dimensions that make Austria’s number 1 ski region so incredibly fascinating. On 
the contrary, its sheer epicness is combined with an omnipresent, lively enthusiasm for 
the two “planks”, which have always meant the world to those in St. Anton, St. Christoph, 
Stuben, Zürs and Lech. An almost cult-like devotion to skiing has fed the Arlberg Myth. The 
birthplace of champions to this day, where big names from Ski Club Arlberg have garnered 
an incredible 83 medals at various Olympic Games and World Championships.

Winter 2017/18
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of Tyrolean tradition and cosmopolitanism is what makes it 
so very appealing. Despite a modern infrastructure, St. Anton 
has retained its inimitable village charm - a special character 
emphasised, however, by top architecture of international 
calibre. Extraordinary cable car installations, the wellness 
oasis ARLBERG-well.com in the village centre, arl.rock Sport 
and Climbing Centre, the railway station, designer-hotels: 
St. Anton presents itself as a cosmopolitan ski destination, 
where innovation has long been part of its tradition. The 
popular pedestrian zone offers chic shops and gastronomic 
diversity. The start of the winter season is marked with an 
opening event with music stars in the village centre. In any 
case, the choice of events offered all year round is pretty 
much unrivalled.  The absolute highlight every year in April is 
the “White Thrill”, a ski race with cult status that takes its 555 
participants to their absolute physical limits.

www.stantonamarlberg.com

__________________________________________________

Getting Here: happiness is within easy reach

The Arlberg was a difficult to access mountain pass region 
for centuries but, thanks to pioneering engineering, has been 
easy to reach by both rail and car since the late 19th Century. 
The inbound motorways from the east and west and railway 
lines with stations at both St. Anton am Arlberg and Langen 
ensure a stress-free journey. The rail link between Zurich and 
Vienna stops here eight times a day. Guests from around 
the world are comfortably chauffeured via transfer from the 
nearby airports of Innsbruck, Friedrichshafen, Zurich and 
Munich to their holiday home on the Arlberg.
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But the last thing we want is for your equipment to 
be an adventure, too. That’s why we only offer top-
notch equipment for top-notch fun in the snow. From 
beginners’ models that are easy to maneuver and 
handle, to prestige lines such as Stöckli and DPS.

We also carry all novelties of all-round and top models 
in our assortment.For extreme powder enjoyment, we 
have added DPS and Black Crow Skis to our already 
extensive selection. element3 ski rentals offers you 

a wide choice of the most modern winter sports 
equipment:Skis, snowboards, boots, equipment for 
fun-sports, and more - all of the finest, all the very best 
quality! From rookie to pro, everyone will find their 
own piece of winter happiness with us. Top service for 
your equipment. With utmost precision, state-of-the-art 
machines and a fine touch, our workshop professionals 
take excellent care of your skis and boards: 
maintenance, repair, fine tuning - thorough and clean.

// Element3 - Sports shop
Advice by experienced people!

Klostergasse 8, 6370 Kitzbühel T: +43 (0) 5356 72301-2   E: shop@element3.at   www.element3-kitzbuehel.at/

Experience your next snowy adventure from a whole new perspective. 

10% off
rental when you 
bring in ApresSki 

magazine



Klostergasse 8, 6370 Kitzbühel T: +43 (0) 5356 72301-2   E: shop@element3.at   www.element3-kitzbuehel.at/
PERFECT InFRASTRuCTuRE FoR 
uLTIMATE SkIInG Fun

It was Franz Reisch who left the 
first footprints in the snow on the 
Kitzbüheler Horn in 1893, triggering 
a full-on skiing boom. A pioneering 
figure, he is considered the founder of 
modern skiing in the “Gamsstadt”. So it 
is no coincidence that Kitzbühel is also 
the birthplace of the Alpine Ski World 
Cup, with the idea first being raised at 
the Seidlalm (mountain inn) in 1966. 
After all, the legendary Wunderteam 
of the 1950s – including Toni Sailer, 
Ernst Hinterseer, Hias Leitner, Anderl 
Molterer, Fritz Huber and Christian 
Pravda – won fans’ hearts with their 
successes and Kitzbühel charm, 
defining the image of Kitzbühel as the 
most legendary city of sports in the 
Alps. But it is not reserved solely for 
the best of the best.

Kitzbühel triumphs. 2015 saw Kitzbühel 
named the “World’s Best Ski Resort”, 
an award equivalent to an Oscar in 
the world of skiing. The “Gamsstadt” 
was again honoured as “Austria’s Best 
Ski Resort” in 2016, marking its fourth 
consecutive success. And in 2017, 

skiportal.de named Kitzbühel as its test 
winner for the fifth straight year.

The ski resort lives up to its award-
winning reputation at all times, 
featuring maximum snow reliability that 
ensures guests can ski down into the 
valley from December to April – with 
skiing even continuing until 1 May up in 
the mountains. The favourable north-
west orientation is what makes it all 
possible. This year, Kitzbühel will once 
again be the first non-glacier ski area 
to commence operations in the winter 
season, guaranteeing perfect skiing fun 
on over 200 days. The 2017/18 winter 
season begins on 14 October, which will 
also benefit the racing teams from the 
Austrian and German Ski Associations 
by enabling them to train in ideal 
conditions in the Resterhöhe area.

Kitzbühel impresses – with 68 
wonderfully prepared slopes across 
an area of 463 hectares! A stunning 
215 kilometres of slopes ensure that 
all visitors will be able to find the 
terrain that is right for them regardless 
of ability. In addition, there are 13 
marked (non-prepared) ski routes 
with a total length of 36 kilometres 

as well as picture-perfect freeriding 
opportunities. Maximum skiing 
comfort is ensured by the increased 
snow-making capacity that was 
installed during the 2016/17 season 
and by the supporting snow-making 
facilities on the Kitzbüheler Horn 
mountain. Bergbahn AG Kitzbühel has 
invested €269 million in infrastructure 
since 2000. The main feature of the 
investment drive in 2017/18 is the 
construction of the new Jufen 8-seater 
cable car, and the snow and fun park 
on the Kitzbüheler Horn will also be 
extended in the coming winter season. 
54 cutting-edge cable cars and lifts 
enable easy access to all slopes, 
with the 3S-Bahn providing a quick, 
comfortable valley crossing on the way 
to the Pass Thurn and the spectacular 
views on offer there.

THE SkI RESoRT THAT DoES IT ALL

Kitzbühel provides pure skiing 
pleasure. Powder runs, mogul slopes, 
steep northern faces and delightful 
sunny slopes – the ski slopes in the 
Gamsstadt are ideally groomed with 
loving attention, a great deal of ability 

KITZBüHEL
WINTER AT ITS BEST!
As the most legendary city of sports in the Alps with 120 
years of successful skiing history, kitzbühel enjoys worldwide 
renown as a winter holiday destination boasting tradition and 
exceptional charm. Characterised by its easy accessibility, long 
winter seasons, high snow reliability, numerous top-class events 
and maximum comfort, the capital of winter sports delivers on 
its promise – kitzbühel, 365 days of Alpine lifestyle!

Winter 2017/18
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and cutting-edge GPS technology, 
providing the full range of options 
for beginners and ambitious winter 
sports enthusiasts alike. Ski tourers 
are sure to find what they are looking 
for in the area of the Bichlalm or 
the “Zweitausender”, which is best 
explored together with trained 
mountain and ski guides.

ExPERIEnCE THE LEGEnDARy 
STREIF RACInG PISTE – WoRLD CuP 
SkIInG AT THE HIGHEST LEvEL

A name. A concept. A legend. Streif! 
The most spectacular downhill run 
in the world can be used for hiking 
in summer and for skiing in winter. 
However, anyone wanting to follow in 
the footsteps of the world’s best skiers 
should be a very experienced skier 
himself. The main sections of the Streif 
racing piste, such as the Mausefalle, 
Steilhang and Hausbergkante, are 
classified as “extremely difficult ski 
runs”. However, the Familienstreif run 
omits these difficult passages and 
thus makes it somewhat easier to get 
a flavour of the World Cup experience. 
Beginners can test their ability on the 
Mini Streif agility course at the foot of 
the Hahnenkamm run.

Fun, RELAxATIon, vARIETy 

– WInTER CLASSICS In THE 
“GAMSSTADT”

Kitzbühel has more to offer. There are 
a range of other activities, such as 
tobogganing, winter and snowshoe 
hiking, romantic horse-drawn sleigh 
rides and simply strolling through the 
picturesque city centre, which offer 
a welcome alternative for those who 
haven’t come to the “Gamsstadt” 
of Kitzbühel simply for the skiing. 
Cross-country skiing fans are also fully 
catered for. The excellently maintained 
network of trails can be used free of 
charge, attracting skaters and classic 
cross-country enthusiasts alike. The 
56 ski huts, some of which can easily 
be reached without skiing equipment, 
provide a pleasant and rustic setting 
in which to enjoy a refreshment stop. 
Terrific sun terraces, majestic views 
and typical regional dishes revitalise 
the senses and make the magic of the 
mountain inns fully tangible.

SHoPPInG, SPA AnD kITZBüHEL 
HoSPITALITy

Kitzbühel is an enchanting place, 
featuring a medieval city centre that 
is both cosmopolitan and conscious 
of tradition. You can enjoy typical 
Tirolean hospitality in the alleys of the 

old town, which dates back over 700 
years. The culinary offerings range 
from rustic local fare to international 
haute cuisine. Multi-award-winning top 
chefs and fantastic delicatessens alike 
guarantee exquisite taste sensations.

Kitzbühel city centre provides 
fantastic shopping opportunities. 
A variety of boutiques and shops 
guarantee an exceptional experience, 
offering a range that extends from 
international brands to Tirolean 
handcrafts. Kitzbühel also features an 
impressive focus on spas and wellness. 
Highly-qualified specialists at the 
spas are engaged in the continuous 
development of products and 
treatments relating to every aspect 
of well-being. The fresh mountain 
air helps you let go, slow down and 
replenish your energy levels.

Night owls have a wide range of 
options to choose from in Kitzbühel, 
with a variety of bars and trendy 
venues where guests can enjoy the 
moment. The casino is also well worth 
a visit, with entertainment, games and 
glamour combining to form the ideal 
atmosphere.

KITZBüHEL
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CELEBRATING
DAVID RYDING’S 2nd PLACE IN 

LAST SEASONS SLALOM

THE BEST LOCATION IN TOWN! OPPOSITE THE HAHNENKAMM
CABLE CAR FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

AT THE 77th HAHNENKAMM RACE WEEKEND





TUX-FINKENBERG

MounTAInS AS FAR AS THE EyE CAn SEE!

The Zillertal 3000 Ski and Glacier 
World is without doubt a ski region 
of superlatives. With just one ski pass 
you can use 65 ultramodern lifts and 
cable cars in 5 ski resorts and explore 
196 kilometres of ski slopes. Insiders 
recommend a ski tour from Penkenjoch-
Finkenberg via the Rastkogel ski area 
to the Eggalm or a glacier circuit on the 
Hintertux Glacier with 15,000 metres 
of elevation gain and 60 downhill 
kilometres in one day. The artificially 
snow-covered downhill runs to Tux-
Vorderlanersbach, Tux-Lanersbach and 
Hintertux complete what’s on offer! 

NEW starting in Winter 2017/18: 
The Finkenberg I gondola lift with 
heated seats and Wi-Fi completes the 
renovation of the first section of the 
Finkenberg Almbahnen cable car. NEW 
on the Penkenjoch: Pepi’s Kinderland 
with lots of attractions for ski novices.

SnoW GuARAnTEED.

The Hintertux Glacier, Austria’s only 
all-year skiing resort, is all about 
endless fun on the slopes. Here you 
can enjoy 60 kilometres of perfectly 
prepared powder snow slopes, 21 state-
of-the-art cable car facilities offering 
excellent food and drink. At 3,250 
m, the breathtaking views from the 
panorama terrace of the surrounding 
3000m peaks and the fun of skiing 
and snowboarding every day of the 
year make the Hintertux Glacier a 
world-famous award-winning glacial 
ski resort. Fun is the name of the game 
on the Funslope Hintertux on the 
Sommerberg. A unique course with 
specially developed elements offers 
something for everyone, from beginner 
to professional.

EnDLESS WInTER Fun

Away from the ski slopes, in the 
Tuxertal valley there are a total of 28 
km of cross-country ski tracks and 
the natural ice rink with Tirolean 
curling alleys for you to enjoy. 
Three illuminated natural toboggan 
runs featuring traditional mountain 
huts and restaurants, such as the 
Höllensteinhütte, the Grieralm and 
the Bichlalm, add an extra portion 
of conviviality to your holidays. Go 
for a magnificent walk on one of the 
68 km of cleared winter hiking trails 
through the gentle snow of the winter 
landscape, breathe in the energy of the 
fresh, clear winter air and with every 
step leave everyday life further behind. 
All this is part of the winter dream in 
Tux-Finkenberg.

In a sea full of mountains, the Hintertux Glacier shines brightly 
over the Tuxertal valley, arguably Tyrol’s most beautiful Alpine 
high valley. The valley lies at a perfect height of 850 to 3,250 
m, meaning that snow is 100% guaranteed from october to 
May. Leave the everyday routine behind; instead inhale the 
energy of the clear, fresh winter air. A winter’s dream!

Winter 2017/18
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A WINTER’S 
DREAM
IN TUX-FINKENBERG

Tux-FInkEnBERG HAS 
So MuCH To oFFER:
•  Free sports bus

•  Nightliner 2.00

•  196 km of slopes – 1,500 acres of ski 
slopes

•  65 lifts – lift capacity 121,645 persons 
per hour

•  Powder snow from October to May

•  100% snow guarantee throughout the 
year

•  Skiing every day of the year



PuRE ECSTASy.

Relax, chill out and soak up the sun in 
a lounger on the terrace of one in more 
than 30 ski huts and restaurants in the 
Zillertal 3000 Ski and Glacier World 
region and enjoy the day! No matter 
what you prefer, from “traditional and 
authentic” to “stylish and trendy”, 
you’ll find just what you want here. 
And after lots of fun in the snow on 
the glacier, you can enjoy the après-
ski and party the night away in one of 
the bars! The Tux Center also provides 
a wide-ranging events programme, 
or you can marvel at the acrobatic 
abilities of the local ski schools at the 
weekly ski shows. The Nightliner will 
also transport all the party animals 
safe and sound between Hintertux and 
Finkenberg throughout the night.

ATTEnTIon ALL FAMILy GRouPS!

Winter is the perfect time for a family 
holiday in the Tuxertal valley. Age and 
ability related ski lessons make learning 
so easy and such fun for children, and 
even the youngest quickly get the hang 
of it. There’s endless fun to be had in the 
snow in the Eggalm Children’s Park with 
ski carousel, magic carpet, baby lift and 
snow tubing. The Family-Park Hintertux 
and the Funslope on the Sommerberg 
are ideal for your first attempt at 
freestyle on a snowboard or freeskiing. 
There are plenty of attractions for young 
winter fans in the new Pepi’s Kinderland 
on the Penkenjoch. In Pepi’s Kinderklub 
at the Granatalm the children can 
play, have fun and let off steam under 
professional supervision. And a further 
highlight is provided by the Playarena, an 
outstanding indoor play area measuring 
1,000 m². And there’s also a great 
entertainment programme for kids and 
tiny tots, with all sorts of fun and games. 
So there’s no chance of boredom on a 
winter holiday in Tux-Finkenberg!

TUX-FINKENBERG

BRoCHuRES, InFoRMATIon  
& RooMS     
 

Tourismusverband Tux-Finkenberg 
(Tux-Finkenberg Tourist Board)

A-6293 Tux, Lanersbach 401;  
Phone: 0043/(0)5287/8506  
E-mail: info@tux.at

To find out about events in the entire 
region, check out  
www.tux.at/en/events/
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SPECIALS In Tux-FInkEnBERG.

7 nights including Tux Sportbus and 6-day ski pass

Accommodation 02.12.-23.12.2017 06.01.-27.01.2018 14.04.-13.05.2018 
type

4*Hotel/HB/ from €879.00 from €889.00 from €919.00 
Sauna facility

3*Hotel/Inn/ from €649.00 from €629.00 from €639.00 
B&B per pers.

B&B per pers. from €449.00 from €399.00 from €419.00

Apartment for from €379.00 from €389.00 from €399.00 
4 pers. p.p.







ZILLERTAL

The Zillertal Superskipass is an all-
in-one ticket which connects 179 ski 
lifts. Zillertal’s biggest advantage is 
the size of its skiing areas and the 
numerous options this provides. 
Altitudes generally start from about 
2,000 meters and range up to 3,250 
metres, guaranteeing snow all through 
the winter season and fun for the 
whole family, as the special areas for 
beginners and children are located at 
the highest summit lift stations. But 
that’s not all! There’s something for 
everyone here – with large funparks, 
permanent racing and high-speed runs, 
easily accessible freeriding areas, ski 
kindergartens and numerous ski lodges.

One special highlight is early morning 
skiing: Early birds can already enjoy 
their first runs down freshly-prepared ski 
slopes while other guests are still asleep 
or having breakfast. The gondola lifts in 
the Hochzillertal ski area start operating 
at 7.30 a.m., and the numerous lodges in 
the ski areas give you a further chance 
of being first on the piste – just get out 
of bed and onto your skis and enjoy 

the slopes, which are still practically 
deserted. After this, you will enjoy your 
breakfast even more! 

The newly-built 10-seater Dorfbahn 
gondola lift in Gerlos is a milestone 
construction and a second lift for providing 
comfortable transport to the skiing areas. 
The 3-storey building at the valley station in 
the centre of Gerlos houses a sports shop 
and a ski rental outlet and also provides 
modern ski storage and covered parking. 
The Hochfügen skiing area in the lower 
Zillertal now also provides the new 6-seater 
Waidoffen chairlift, which adds to your 
skiing enjoyment. This new lift features 
integrated seat heating and ultra-light 
weather protection hoods, auto-lock child-
safety system and a gentle exit gradient. 

Skiing in the Zillertal mountains is not 
just about the best ski slopes: A stop 
with friends on one of the spacious 
sun terraces or in one of the numerous 
award-winning lodges will make your 
day of skiing complete. Culinary delights 
created from natural local products 
will top up your energy reserves and 
prepare you for the next hours of skiing 

fun. On the menu, you will find Zillertal 
specialities as well as new creations 
inspired by the concept of modern, 
light cuisine. Whether offering top-class 
international gastronomy or high-quality 
Tyrolean cuisine, Zillertal chefs all 
place special emphasis on fresh, local 
products and attach great importance 
to using seasonal ingredients. Skiing 
and culinary delights are thus combined 
to provide a very special menu for real 
connoisseurs. The world-famous Zillertal 
hospitality further adds to the high 
reputation of gastronomy in Zillertal. 

Particularly when on holiday, guests 
aim not only to improve their fitness, 
but also to relax and unwind. Numerous 
public spa areas and private spa 
oases offer high-quality energising 
treatments and relaxing massages. 

Your dream holiday has finally come 
true! Spectacular views as far as the 
eye can see, sparkling snow, blue 
skies and your loved ones by your 
side – welcome to the Zillertal winter 
wonderland!

ENDLESS SKIING, 
INCREDIBLE 
ALTITUDES – SHEER 
ENjOYMENT
508 kilometres of perfectly prepared ski slopes offer a variety of 
fantastic downhill runs for every taste and fitness level, ranging 
from wide pistes with leisurely gradients to demanding routes that 
push even experienced skiers to their limits. 
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LOCATION: Zillertal presents itself as a top destination in the heart 
of the Alps. With more than 4.5 million overnight stays in winter, 
the region of Tyrol is one of Austria’s leading holiday destinations. 
Surrounded by numerous three-thousanders, the wide, sunny valley 
extends over more than 47 kilometres with only a slight gradient. It is 
named after the Ziller River, which flows out of the valley to join the 
Inn. The entire Zillertal region extends over 1,098 square kilometres.

                                                                                                                          

HOTELS: Let go, switch off and fill up: Our hotels have an integrated 
concept – always relating to the region and with the chief aim of 
pampering their guests. Approximately 50,000 hotel beds are 
available in Zillertal and over 15.000 of them can boast 5-star quality. 
There are no hotel chains here – our hotels are all owner-operated and 
are often family businesses. 

                                                                                                                          

INFRASTRUCTURE: Zillertal has over 35,000 inhabitants living in 
25 communities. The towns have grown naturally over the years 
and, in the last few decades, have adapted themselves to the needs 
of guests and local residents alike. Local businesses invest heavily 
in infrastructure and comfort on an annual basis. For many years, 
Zillertal has impressed both Austrian and international guests with its 
unique combination of pleasure, nature and comfort.
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CABLE CAR COLLABORATION AS A GLOBAL MODEL: 1977 SAW THE BIRTH OF THE SKIWELT

COLLABORATION IN PLACE OF 
CLOSED-MINDED THINKING: 40 
YEARS OF SKIWELT WILDER 
KAISER – BRIXENTAL

SKIWELT WILDER KAISER
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An unprecedented success story began 
40 years ago, when in 1977 the cable cars 
of six villages between Brixental and the 
Wilder Kaiser linked up to form SkiWelt 
Wilder Kaiser – Brixental. 

The SkiWelt was a project of the community. 
Founded by visionary and regional thinkers, 
it has continued to act as an engine for an 
entire region. Consequently, more than half a 
billion euros have been invested sustainably 
in the region since 1977 by the SkiWelt’s 
cable car companies alone and countless 
jobs have been created.

Behind the successful SkiWelt brand, 
however, the people and the teamwork 
among SkiWelt colleagues have always 
played an equal role. The personal 
commitment and foresight of many 
partners, collaboration with landowners, 
innkeepers, tourism experts and many 
dedicated people stood at the core. From 
the pioneers of the hard early years to the 
approximately 500 dedicated employees 
today, the SkiWelt is a collaborative project 
of success, firmly rooted in the region 
and an integral part of the entire region’s 
identity. The economic success of this 
cooperation is what ultimately counts as 
well of course. However, without the trusty 
community within the SkiWelt family, the 
personal contact with one another and 
putting the common interest above one’s 
own, the SkiWelt would certainly not be as 
successful today as it is.

NINE RESORTS uNDER ONE ROOF 
Today, the SkiWelt is one of the largest 
and most modern ski resorts in the world; 
it is also one of the most successful ski 
destinations in the world. The merger of 
independent cable car companies was 
initially laughed at by others but it has 
long since been regarded as a role model 
for the very much on-trend ski resort 
alliances. Nonetheless, the beginnings 
were rather modest. The area around 
the Hohe Salve, the Zinsberg, Hartkaser 
and Astberg were somewhat unknown 
as winter sports regions at that time. It 
was the construction of the first lift in 
1947 that heralded the Brixental valley’s 
entry into the world of skiing. Of course, 
it was a time when groundbreaking 
innovations were also required. Thus, in 
1947, Europe’s longest chairlift, boasting 
a length of 2,830 metres, was built in 
Hopfgarten. Then in 1948, Austria’s largest 
ski lift was installed in Westendorf with 
22,289 people having already been 
transported in 1948/49. Facilities in Söll, 
Scheffau, Brixen, Ellmau and Going, 
then later Itter, followed in the coming 
years and decades. Pioneering cable car 
projects were being implemented in the 
SkiWelt time and again: Europe’s longest 
funicular was constructed in Ellmau in 
1770, for example, then Europe’s first 
8-seater chairlift came to Söll in 1988 and 
the world’s first solar-powered lift was 
installed in Brixen im Thale in 2008.

1977: THE FIRST jOINT TICKET FOR THE 
ENTIRE SKI AREA
The first collaborations emerged in the 
1970s with the first joint ticket being 
introduced in 1973/74, before the 
amalgamation to form the giant ski area, 
known then as “Skigroßraum Wilder 
Kaiser – Brixental”, took place in 1977. For 
the first time, winter sports enthusiasts 
could now be offered the entire ski region 
with a single ticket – from a one-day 
ticket to a season pass. In one fell swoop 
the “SkiWelt” (which replaced the old 
name “Skigroßraum” in 1990) became the 
largest interconnected ski resort in Austria 
and one of the largest in the world. 

CONTINuOuS ExPANSION, 
MODERNISATION AND A COMFORT 
OFFENSIvE 
Year after year, the facilities were 
expanded and modernised. New slopes 
and an ever-increasing range of ski 
runs created even more convenient 
connections between the individual 
SkiWelt resorts and new experiences 
were offered. Following a few mild 
winters with little snow, the first 
snowmaking systems were installed 
in the 1990s and were expanded over 
the years. Meanwhile, 15 snowmaking 
reservoirs were built, always with 
consideration to nature and ecology. 
And on the subject of ecology, 100% 
of the electricity used in the running of 
the ski resort and snowmaking systems 
is in fact green energy produced by 
the local hydropower company, Tiroler 
Wasserkraft. In autumn 2017, the SkiWelt 
Wilder Kaiser-Brixental became the first 
ski resort to win the ecological resort 
category at the “Telegraph World Snow 
Awards”, impressing a judging panel of 
renowned international journalists, who 
honoured the SkiWelt Wilder Kaiser- 
Brixental for their long-term efforts.

In recent years, investment in comfort 
has been high on the SkiWelt agenda: 
old starter lifts have been replaced by 
modern cable cars and most of the tow 
lifts by comfortable chairlifts. Parking 
garages, ski depots, investment in Wi-Fi 
and a variety of experiences followed, 
but so too more and more technical 
commitment to providing reliable snow 
and perfect slope conditions. Likewise, 
ecological criteria have been moving 
increasingly to the fore: the brand new 
GPS snow measuring system also allows 
for exceptionally resource-conserving 
snow production and slope preparation. 
The award for “Ecological Ski Resort 
of the Year” is therefore particular 
appreciated by those running the SkiWelt. 
Let’s go SkiWelt family! Together we will 
look towards a successful future. 



EVEN MORE EFFICIENT AND 
MORE SUSTAINABLE: THE 
SKIWELT INVESTS 500,000 
EUROS IN A NEW SNOW 
MEASURING SYSTEM.
65 snow grooming machines are busy 
night after night in the SkiWelt, making 
sure the slopes are always in perfect 
condition. Every ski run in the SkiWelt 
is groomed every night, usually with a 
winch to make it even more beautiful 
and sometimes even twice a night if it 
starts to snow. For winter 2017-18, all of 
these machines have been equipped 
with an ingenious slope snow measuring 
system. Having snow groomers that can 
measure by GPS the precise depth of the 
snow allows the SkiWelt professionals 
to work on the slopes with even more 
accuracy. This also means a reduction 
in the amount of manmade snow 
required for full coverage. Once again, 
the SkiWelt is setting new standards 
with its magnitude and investing over 
500,000 euros for the environment in a 
sustainable way. 

SO HOW DOES THIS 
GROuNDBREAKING SYSTEM WORK?
A GPS system is installed in the 
grooming machines. They can measure 
the original terrain and the snow depth 
(deviation only approx.  3-5 cm). A 
precise record of the original site in 
summer forms the basis for this. The 
built-in measuring device determines 
the snow’s depth through the difference 
in the figures. Operators of the snow 
groomers can read the depth of the 
snow that lies beneath them instantly 
on the display. The data can also be 
presented graphically and printed as 
a map with snow depths – areas with 
poorer snow coverage or snow deposits 
can therefore be identified straight away.
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RESOuRCE-SAvING SNOW 
MANAGEMENT
The new snow depth measuring system 
is a major contribution to resource-saving 
snow management. It is about producing 
snow in a more efficient, cost-effective 
and resource-saving way; this investment 
is another key component in the SkiWelt’s 
energy-saving management of its snow. 
The SkiWelt’s snow management features 
state-of-the-art snowmaking equipment, 
15 nearly natural snow reservoirs and now 
snow depth measuring. “The aim is to have 
an evenly distributed, compact layer of snow 
on the slopes - and preferably nowhere 
with too much or too little snow. For our 
visitors this means perfectly groomed, snow-
covered runs until 8 April 2018,” said Walter 
Eisenmann, CEO of SkiWelt Söll

DO YOu KNOW THE SKIWELT’S RECIPE 
FOR TECHNICALLY PRODuCED SNOW? 
You take: 

•  The SkiWelt’s professional 
snowmaking team 

•  The most technically advanced and 
efficient snow guns 

•  Water of drinking water quality from 
our 15 snowmaking lakes, which fill up 
automatically in summer  

•  100 % green electricity produced by 
the Tyrolean hydropower company 
(Tiroler Wasserkraft)

•  Suitable temperatures in which the 
humidity also plays a major role 

… and you get manufactured snow, which 
will eventually melt back into nature’s 
water cycle. Visit the SkiWelt in spring. 
The meadows are colourful with a rich 
variety of rare plants and have always 
been used by our farmers as pasture for 
their cattle. 

With 90 cable cars and lifts, 284 
kilometres of slopes for all ability levels 
– almost all of them with state-of-the-
art snowmaking equipment (of the 229 
kilometres of slopes with snowmaking, 
120 kilometres can be made fit for skiing 
in just 3 days) – and 77 cosy Alpine 
huts, SkiWelt Wilder Kaiser – Brixental is 
one of the largest and most modern ski 
resorts in the world. 







The Skicircus Saalbach Hinterglemm 
Leogang Fieberbrunn is not only one 
of the largest ski areas in Austria, with 
an extensive range of exciting activities, 
international flair and breath-taking 
natural landscapes, it is the coolest 
ski area in the Alps. 270 km of slopes 
and much more are waiting to be 
discovered. 

The Skicircus offers all winter sports 
fans ultimate fun in the snow: 270 
kilometres of pistes comprising of 140 
km blue runs for beginners, 112 km 
red runs for intermediates and 18 km 
black runs for the more advanced. With 
70 lifts, more than 60 cosy mountain 
huts, numerous Snowparks, Freeride 
Parks, flood-lit pistes and toboggan 
runs, the region is one of the most 
diverse ski areas in Austria. SkiMovie-, 
Speed and Race tracks, Snow Trails and 
Snowtubing provide fun packed action. 
What’s more, there are many other 
additional offers such as Snowmobil-
City, Flying Fox XXL as well as the 
Baumzipfelweg (Tree Top Trail) and 
Timoks Alm Coaster.

PuRE FREERIDING PLEASuRE
__________________________________ 
Freeride means a lot more than just 
leaving fresh tracks in deep pristine 

snow. Freeride also signifies the feeling 
of freedom in the great outdoors and 
silence that is only broken by the 
swooshing of the snow beneath the 
skis and the tremendous feeling when 
discovering the countless slopes and 
Freeride runs. The Skicircus Saalbach 
Hinterglemm Leogang Fieberbrunn 
offers fans: Freeride Parks, numerous ski 
routes of varying degrees of difficulty, 
diverse Check Rooms (InfoPoints), 
LVS avalanche transceiver and much 
more. The merger with Fieberbrunn has 
resulted in an absolute Freeride Mecca 
being created fulfilling every dream of 
skiing enthusiasts.

WINTER ACTIVITY PROGRAMME
__________________________________ 
High flyers will be thrilled with the 
Flying Fox XXL at the Asitz in Saalfelden 
Leogang. Adrenaline levels will be sky 
high on one of the longest and fastest 
steel rope slides in the world, where 
your speed will reach up to 130 km/h on 
the 1.6 km long steel rope.

In the Talschluss of Saalbach 
Hinterglemm, one will find the highest 
Tree Top Trail in Europe. Combine a visit 
to the Tree Top Trail with the “Golden 
Gate Bridge of the Alps”, a truly unique 
project.

Tobogganing - fun and action is 
guaranteed for young and old alike. 
One will find many numerous toboggan 
runs and flood-lit pistes throughout the 
region – each one unique in its own way. 
Ice skaters will enjoy the natural rink at 
the Ritzensee, near Saalfelden, with the 
picturesque backdrop of the Steinernen 
Meer Mountains. At the ice-skating 
rink at the Sportzentrum in Saalbach 
Hinterglemm, you can pirouette to your 
heart’s content. 

Snowshoeing is a unique experience 
in the Skicircus Saalbach Hinterglemm 
Leogang Fieberbrunn, thanks to the 
natural landscape and incomparable 
panorama. A sleigh ride is an activity 
that be enjoyed by all ages and 
romantics, cuddled up in a cosy blanket. 
Those who prefer not to take a lift up 
the mountain, will enjoy one of the 
numerous guided ski tours and ski 
touring evenings. 

Only the crunching of snow beneath 
your feet will break the silence when 
you are out in the crisp fresh air on a 
winter hike, or snowshoeing in a winter 
wonderland. This will be a truly unique 
experience as your companions will be 
lamas Ronaldo, Simon and Loriot, who 
belong to Barbara Steinlechner, a local 

WELCOME
TO THE SKICIRCUS SAALBACH HINTERGLEMM LEOGANG 
FIEBERBRUNN – WELCOME TO THE HOME OF LäSSIG!

SAALBACH HINTERGLEMM
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farmer from Fieberbrunn. Try your 
hand at the traditional “Moarn” curling, 
a sport which is popular amongst 
locals. After an action-packed day, 
you will find many wellness facilities 
where you can recharge your batteries 
and relax. The Aubad adventure pool 
offers the opportunity for water fun 
galore, with a tubular slide, warm water 
swimming channel which connects 
with the outdoor massage pool, as well 
as the swimming pool and children’s 
paddling pool.

NORDIC SPORTS CENTRE
__________________________________ 
It doesn’t always have to be about 
Alpine skiing. Nordic sports, such as 
cross-country skiing, or winter hiking 
are all the trend. The new Nordic Park 
in Saalfelden Leogang has taken up this 
trend with an area that offers kilometres 
of cross-country and winter hiking trails, 
as well as offering culinary highlights. 
The Nordic Park in Saalfelden offers 
“Nordic” fans of today a chance to 
participate in sports in a natural and 
relaxing environment, because it is 
not just all about sport - but also an 
attitude towards life and connecting 
with nature and your inner self. So, what 
is on offer? Cross country trails: 150 
kilometres of well-maintained trails are 
awaiting cross-country skiers – such 
as the Kollingwald trail (4.9 km) or the 
World Class Race Trial (4.7 km). For 
those who enjoy late evening sports, 
there is the flood-lit Ritzensee trail (1.8 
km). As the youngest region in the 
Skicircus, the PillerseeTal is renowned 
as a true Nordic heartland 

– not least because the Biathlon 
World Championships were staged in 
Hochfilzen in 2017. Fieberbrunn, the 
largest resort in the PillerseeTal, holds 
the strictly tested seal of quality. You 
can choose whether to glide with 
your cross-country skis in classic style 
skating technique, through a winter 
wonderland on trials of just over 45 
kilometres long including the Weißach 
trail (9.8 m), the easy Reither trail (1.7 
km), which serves as a connection to 
the Dandler trail (10.4 km). From here 
you have the opportunity to reach the 
well-renowned Dominik-Landertinger-
Europa trail, the Biathlon hotspot in 
Hochfilzen. Those who would like to 
follow in the tracks of world-class 
biathletes, the PillerseeTal offers the 
best opportunities. Here biathlon 
enthusiasts have the chance for a 
unique “behind the scenes insight to 
biathlon”. After a couple of rounds 
on the trail, you will be prepared to 
demonstrate your skills with a rifle.

REGIONAL DELICACIES
__________________________________ 
All the fresh air and exercise will 
build up an appetite. The numerous 
restaurants and huts in the Skicircus 
Saalbach Hinterglemm Leogang 
Fieberbrunn offer a varied and tasty 
array of dishes. From local cuisine to 
gourmet menus, there is something to 
suit every palate. The main focus 
is on sourcing and utilising 
regional products. Weary 
skiers will find over 60 
mountain huts alongside 
the piste, where they 

can enjoy a hearty snack and refill the 
batteries, as well as quench a thirst, or 
simply enjoy the stunning scenery and 
take in the sun’s rays. Delicacies range 
from local dishes such as ‘Kasnocken’ 
and ‘Speckknödel’, to a delicious 
serving of spare ribs. A special 
highlight is the ‘Pinzgauer Blad’l’, a 
mixture of rye and wheat flower and 
a little warm milk and butter which is 
then fried in hot oil and served with a 
variety of fillings, such as sauerkraut 
and potato salad. Some of the huts 
also provide a fascinating insight to 
farming traditions and techniques, 
with some demonstrating the Alpine 
craftsmanship of making cheese and 
other dairy products.

3 TOWNS – ONE COMMON GROuND
__________________________________ 
The Skicircus Saalbach Hinterglemm 
Leogang Fieberbrunn comprises of 
three towns which connected, make up 
one of the largest ski regions in Austria. 
But, it is the diversity of the individual 
towns that is so appealing for visitors 
from all over the world. Saalbach 
Hinterglemm is not only renowned for 
its breath-taking mountain scenery 
and the fact it is set amongst 
the rolling pastures of 
the Pinzgau Grass 
Mountains. In 
winter the 
region 



We are well known for the great
Apres Ski atmosphere from 4 pm

Open daily from 10am to 12pm

 Right next to the `Turm 6er` in Saalbach
you can find our Bauer´s Schi-Alm.

Skiliftstr.542, 5753 Saalbach, 0043(0)6541/6213-405 
schialm@saalbach.net www.bauers-schialm.at

is well-known for its spectacular 
events and legendary Aprés-Ski. 
The contrasting region of Saalfelden 
Leogang offers guests a range of sports 
activities as well as cultural highlights. 
Rest and relaxation paired with a variety 
of recreational opportunities are a 
perfect mix. Fieberbrunn is the smallest 
location in the Skicircus. Here it is all 
about leaving the stress of everyday 
life behind, sitting back and taking in 
all that nature has to offer. “Easy up – 
Wild down” is the motto in Fieberbrunn, 
the youngest town in the Skicircus. 
The Freeride-Hotspot is located at the 
centre of the Kitzbüheler Alps and lures 
guests with its deep virgin snow, 
sunny slopes and easy-
going atmosphere.



ADVERTISE IN OUR 
SPRING ISSUE

CALL 06607 514802 OR EMAIL
DAVID@APRESSKIMAGAZINE.COM 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
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WINTERPARADISE 
KüHTAI IN TIROL
A FAMILy PARADISE AT A HEIGHT oF 
2,020 M, WITH GuARAnTED SnoW

SkI FREE                                                      

01.12.2017 – 22.12.2017: Free skiing fun in 
Kühtai

A perfect start in the winter! Many Kühtai 
hotel proprietors will supply to guests 
making a day ski pass free of charge.

küHTAI FAMILy-HIT-WEEkS                      

14.01.17 – 26.01.17: Discounted fun-filled 
skiing for the whole family

7-Days free staying in the same room as 
their parents, free 6-day ski pass and free 
5-day ski lessons

In the snow-drenched Kühtai, located 
at 2,020 meters and just 35 kilometers 
from Innsbruck, there are countless 
ways to enjoy the winter in a sports 
active way. Wonderful slopes, beautiful 
deep snow slopes, modern lift 
facilities and a top-groomed Funpark 
invite for skiing and snowboarding 
in all variations. Even ski tourers and 
snowshoers can enjoy themselves in 
this beautiful winter paradise. 

ToP FAMILy SkIInG RESoRT
If you want a family skiing holiday that is 
easygoing, relaxed and also – above – all 
– particularly varied, Kühtai is the ideal 
choice. The excellently tended skiing and 
snowboarding pistes start immediately 
in front of the hotel door. And if you are 
looking for e.g. tobogganing, ice-skating, 
winter hiking or cross-country skiing 
you are in for a treat in Kühtai. And the 
skiing schools have courses designed 
for children or are even free e.g. in the 
Family-Hit-Weeks.

PARADISE on youR DooRSTEP
Take a step from your doorstep and 
you will find the whole all-round winter 
sport experience of Kühtai spread 

out in front of you. 11 modern lifts are 
connected to one another through 
interlinked ski runs, making it possible 
to enjoy a varied “trip all around 
Kühtai” and taking you up to more 
than 2,500 m above sea level. There’s 
a deliberately more gentle emphasis 
here, concentrating on enjoyment, 
conviviality and experiencing the 
world of mountains. The hotels are 
situated – appropriately – right next to 
the ski runs and lifts so that you don’t 
have a major trek before you can set 
off on your perfect day’s skiing! Stress 
is left behind.

youR HoLIDAy HoME FRoM HoME 
In küHTAI
One thing in particular is absolutely 
essential for a truly recreational holiday: 
suitable holiday accommodation. Kühtai 
also has the perfect offer for every 
preference and requirement – from 
hotels in various categories to inns 
and guesthouses and to comfortable 
apartments. The necessary conveniences 
and a perfect infrastructure are also 
provided. Kühtai offers everything that 
the heart could desire!

KüHTAI FEATURE
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SKI BUNNY BEAUTY – 
HOW TO KEEP YOUR 
COOL ON THE SLOPES

JEnnIFER JAnE IS A PRoFESSIonAL 
MAkEuP ARTIST, BEAuTy WRITER AnD 
EDuCAToR BASED BETWEEn noRTH 
yoRkSHIRE AnD THE BEAuTIFuL 
BALEARICS.

you CAn FoLLoW JEnnIFER on 
InSTAGRAM @JEnnIFERJAnEMuA
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1. Sunscreen
It’s not always sunny on the slopes  but 
don’t let that lead you into a false sense 
of security on the sunscreen front.  It 
is absolutely vital, no matter what the 
weather may be doing outside, that 
you slap on the sunscreen and stay 
safe.  Harmful UV rays can cause some 
serious sunburn so always be sure to 
pack an SPF 50 such as Clarins UV Plus 
Anti Pollution SPF 50 Day Cream  It’s 
lightweight and perfect for everyday 
skiing

2. BB Cream
Radiance is key when out on the 
slopes so a heavy foundation just 
won’t do.  Instead opt for a BB cream 
which will give you a light coverage, 
as well as a radiant glow. It will also 
even out your skin tone and keep your 
skin moisturised all day. I love Bobbi 
Brown’s BB cream.  It offers both UVA 
and UVB protection with an SPF 35.

3. Waterproof Mascara
I don’t know many women who 
would forgo their mascara even when 
sporting the most amazing ski mask 
on the piste.  Right now I’m loving  Max 
Factor False Lash Effect waterproof 
mascara; it makes lashes look full and 
almost fake which is a godsend when 
you stop for a quick tipple on the way 
back down the mountain. 

4. Tinted Lip Balm
Keeping lips well moisturised is 
essential for a hard day’s skiing, 
especially if you’re meeting peers for 
a bit of après ski after the slopes. I’m 
currently loving Bobbi Brown’s  Extra 
Lip Tint.  It’s lightweight, sheer and 
ultra-moisturising. It smoothes, softens 
and comforts lips instantly, promising 
fewer fine lines, fuller lips and zero 
flakes. 

5. Hand Cream
It’s cold out there! Even though you’re 
wearing gloves most of the day, it pays 
to keep your hands soft and soothed.  
Keep some L’Occitane Sheer Butter 
Hand cream in your pocket and apply 
throughout the day whether you are 
lunching or on the ski lift.

6. Hair Mask
Keeping hair hydrated is a must if you 
want to avoid the frizz factor. Be sure 
to pack a deep conditioning hair mask 
such as Nutri-Thermique mask by 
Kerastase which deeply conditions and 
hydrates the hair from root to tip for 
super sexy Ski Bunny Locks.

DuRING THE WINTER MONTHS, OuR SKIN CAN BECOME A LITTLE 
DEHYDRATED AND LOSE ALL ITS LuSTRE, LEAVING YOu LOOKING RATHER 
DRY AND PASTY WHICH IS NOT A GREAT COMBINATION, ESPECIALLY WHEN 
YOu WANT TO HIT THE SLOPES! TO KEEP YOu FEELING AND LOOKING 
YOuR SKI BuNNY BEST, I HAvE SuGGESTED A FEW HINTS AND TIPS AND 
HAVE RECOMMENDED SOME PRODuCTS THAT I CONSIDER TO BE WINTER 
‘ESSENTIALS’ TO TAKE AWAY WITH YOu.






